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Strikers Stone Police,
IPA MAN DA I LY Hold Unofficial Rally
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By JIM CHURCH
Associated Press Writer
SAN FRANCISCO -- Student
No. 44 strikers, enraged at the reopening WI San Francisco State College, koneti police Tuesday and
in return were bloodied by
swinging clubs in a wild afternoon of inter’ ll i ll ent clashes.
Five policemen and three
other persons were injured.
There were 29 arrests.
Numerous other students, both
striker’s and non-strikers, suffered
lesser injuries as strikers attacker!
students loyal to the administration.
About 300 activists among the
college’s 18,000 students were involved, with up to 2,000 others as
onlookers or underfoot in the milling mob scenes on the main quadrangle.
Most students attended regular
classes for the second day since
the strife-torn college was reopened Monday.
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Basketball Boycott
By Black Athletes
At Fresno Game

By MIKE ELVITSKY
Spartan Daily Sports Editor
Four Black basketball players at SJS did tiot suit up for the
Fresno State genie Monday and it appears that they %ill not play
at all this year for the Spartans.
The boycott started %hen seven Black football players had
their scholarships revoked for not playing in the SJS-BYU football game last Saturday.
The group includes 6-7 sophoniore Darnell Hillman, 6-6 forward Bernie Veasey and reserve
*
*
*
guards C. J. Howard and Ron
Tribble.
Earlier this year, Spartan coach
Dan Glines said, "Without Hillman, we would be a mediocre
team."
The basketball boycott followed
a lengthy meeting by the Slack
athletes Monday afternoon on
campus.
A statement, signed by the
Black Athletes Federation of SJS.
By JEFF MULLINS
was issued after the afternoonSpartan Daily Staff Writer
long parley reading:
"We, the members of the SJS
A highly critical report blasting
alumni participation on the SJS basketball tearn, as representatives
Athletic Advisory Board was re- of the Black Athletes Federation
vealed yesterday prior to its pub- of SJS, cannot in good conscience
lication by the author, Mike Rutz, compete in the San Jose vs. Fresno
an assistant to ASB President Dick State ba.sketball game.
"We do this out of sympathy
Miner, who authorized the report.
In the special document. which with out Black brothers who were
received the support of the four turjustly deprived of their grantsstudent members of the 17-man in-ald because of a moral protest
advisory committee, Rutz said he against a known racist -oriented
called for "restructuring of the institution.
"Also we do this with the belief
Board’s membership before a new
that justice denied any Blaek man
football coach is chosen."
According to Rutz. the report -- is justice denied all Black men.
which is des.tined for the office of Until such time as the adminiscollege President Robert D. Clark tration and Athletic Department
placed heavy responsibility for refunds the grants-in-aids originthis year’s recruitment problems ally held by Black Athletes, all
and discontent among SJS ath- scholarships held by Black Athletes svill be considered revoked."
letes on the Board’s shoulders.
All four athletes attended the
It also declared that the Board,
as constituted, is an illustration game and cheered their ex-teammates.
of poor management practice.
The statement by the athletes
"How can members of the Board
some of whom are connected pinpoints the Fresno game which
might leave the door open for furwith athletic programs be reliable watch dogs fo their own ther talkings between the Blacks
and the administration so that the
activities?" Rutz asked.
Rutz expressed concern over four players might be able to play
the "arrogance" of the non-stu- if they so desire.
dent members of the board who
reacted to recent student questions
Today’s Weather
with "patronizing tolerztnce, then
High cloud. will go forth and
raised eyebrows, indignation, anger. rage and finally blindly de- multiply across the KIS skysexpe today with slightly’ warmer
fensive panic."
Several questions raised by the at ternoon temperatures. It
should
be generally cloudy toreport are:
1. Does the present athletic pro- morrow with a chance of rain
gram satisfy broad student needs? by tomorrow night or Friday.
2. Does the quality of the pres- High today: 66.

Report Blasts
Sports Board;
Seeks Reform

ent program justify alleged irregularities in recruiting and ethical violations ?
3. Do championship sports, such
as water polo, track, soccer and
judo, deserve a larger cut of the
athletic dollar?
Rutz suggested the next meeting
be open to all interested students
and faculty for the sole purpose
of discussing membership of the
Advisory Board.
"The recommendations should
then be forwarded to the Academic
Council for action by its Committee on Committees.
"After this question is resolved,"
Rutz said, "the Board should recommend to Pres. Clark what char.
acter the athletic program is to
assume and what guidelines shall
govern its conduct.
"Then, and only then, can a
decision be made as to who will be
head football coach," Rutz said.
In a bmadsided attack on SJS
alumni, the report criticized the
Alumni Association as being a
"short-sighted, insulated pressure
group with narrow and highly specific interests."
When informed of the report’s
(Continued oa Page 3)

Council May Vote

REPEATED CALLS
Repeated calls tor a show of
hands for support drew about 50
responses from the crowd.
One speaker, the Rev. Cecil
Williams, Black Methoclist minister, said the Negro community
was solidly behind the Black Students Union.
Strike leaders then rushed the
Business a n d Social Scienms
Building. Students in those courses
have attended classes almost 100
per cent, and thus become prime
targets of the strikers.
As up to 1,500 onlookers gathered, the leaders broke a glass
door, the third in two days in that
building.
Three White youths and one
Black who burst inside were arrested.
Police, swinging clubs, wrestled
some protesters to the ground and
forced the crowd back.
Some strikers carried benches
and chairs from the cafeteria and
barricaded the speakers’ platform.
Other students, wearing blue
arm bands identifying them as
nonstrikers, started carrying the
benches and chairs back inside. A
series of scuffles ensued.
The crowd dwindled as afternoon classes resumed, and the main
force of police marched off
campus.

teria, throwing cans, fruit and any
handy object at police guarding all
building entrances.
There were repeated shouts of:
"Off campus, pigs," and "Down
with Hayakawa."
Dr. Hayakawa, speaking from
his office over an outdoor loudspeaker, said, "If you want the
police off campu.s, please disperse.
Please disperse."
Boos downed out his words.
A policeman was knocked unconscious by a thrown brick, and
a student was knocked down and
his face bloodied in the melee.

STRIKERS’ DEMANDS
The strikers’ demands include an
autonomous Black Studies Department, admission of any nonwhite
student regiudless of educational
background, and reinstatement of
Black Panther George Murray as
a teacher and graduate student.
Murray was suspended for three
days Nov. 1 after a series of inflanunatory speeches calling for
attacks on officials and urging
Negro students to bring guns to
the campus.
Murray was reinstated in a nonteaching job Monday but was Unmediately re-suspended when he
made a rabble-rousing speech on
the campus.
He was not in evidence yesterday. Nor were five other strike
leaders whom Hayaicawa suspended Monday.

VOWED FORCE
Dr. S. I. Hayakawa, named
acting president after President
Robert Smith resigned last week,
vowed to keep classes open with
whatever force was needed.
Mayor Joseph Alioto re-pledged
police protection and lauded Pres.
Hayalcawa for "his strong stand
on behalf of the thousands of
young people who want to continue their studies."
The camptts has been shaken by
Ph,to by
n
Skipiteres
Interviews are being held for
violence since Nov. 6, when the
BRICK THROWING SUSPECT
Police restra:n a dissenter of
Black Students Union called a
Graduate Representative to StuBREAK WINDOWS
the force’s right to be on the S.F. State campus yesterday, which
strike supported by the Students
A few minutes after the police dent Council, in the College Union
triggered more confrontations between police and students leadfor a Democratic Society and the had left, strikers led a new rush Monday through Thursday, 2-5
ing to the eventual arrest of 29 persons by late afternoon.
non-caucasian Third World Liber- on the Business Building and p.m. until Dec. 10.
For further information, conation Front.
showered it with rocks, breaking
tact Robbie Schnitzer A. S. PerThe most bitter struggles yet several windows.
Officer in the College
sonnel
seen erupted at lunchtime when
Police returned, and again the
dissidents attempted to storm a crowd retreated toward the cafe- Union after 2:30 p.m.
class building, erected barricades
around a speakers’ platform, and
showered police with rocks, halfbricks and broken furniture.
One policeman. Paul Juul, suffered a broken collar bone when
hit by a metal table leg, and others
By GARY PERGL
to attend the departmental meet- were injured by missiles.
Spartan Daily Staff Writer
ings, awl if necessary, to go furREIGN OF TERROR
"A call for action" was voiced ther, by contacting department
About 250 police, including offiyesterday by ASB President Dick chairmen in their majors to bring
Miner, asking every student at about these meetings as soon as cers from nearby cities and counDeparting angrily from SJS yes- Mercury/News had no authorizaties, repeatedly broke up demonSJS to join in bringing about re- possible.
terday afternoon. Earl Hansen, tion or permission to sell its
form on campu.s by operating
According to Bill Langan, ASB strations during the afternoon.
"If there is no reduction in ten- ombudsman, threatened to quit his papers at SJS.
through existing channels.
(Continued on Page 3)
sion there will be no reduction in
Miner requested complete stuTim Fitzgerald, chairman of the
force," Dr. Hayakawa told a late ASB position and become "SDS’
dent involvement in solving "the
newest and most active member." Student Activities Board (SAB),
afternoon news conference.
issues recognized by the majority
Cause for the 25-year-old speech said he and Dean Benz agreed
"I am determined to break up
of students attending last week’s
yesterday to issue the Mercury/
this reign of terror. It has been major’s heated action was attwo convocations."
News a provisional permit for one
a rough day for students and fac- tributed to SJS administrative and
He listed two major vehicles by
week.
ulty, who are trying to continue ASB government’s refusal to prowhich students CELI1 transform
"This is a flagrant example of
the educational process, for police. hibit the San Jose Mercury/News
words into action: departmental
who are trying to keep peace on from selling papers on campus ’step ’n fetch it’ student governmeetings and student-faculty comcampus, and for anarchists who "since the company doesn’t have ment and the dual system of SJS
mittees of Academic Council.
administrative standards concernhave dropped their disguise of in- a legal permit."
At Miner’s urging, the Academic
Dismayed by recent, "inaccurate ing student versus off-campus inCouncil Monday adopted a reso- Compiled from Associated Press terest in constructive change."
Yesterday’s disorders began dur- coverage" of SJS disorders, Han- terests."
MOSCOW
lution calling on "all academic deRobert Ayling, 45,
Hansen concluded by saying,
Street crowd
partments to call departmental of Staunton, Va., arrived in Mos- ing the morning when about 60 sen told a Seventh
ago, "We should forbid "Maybe Students for a Democratic
meetings in order to develop free cow last night, hopeful of obtain- strikers, mostly non-Black, tried two weeks
Mercury/News from appearing Society is a little militant, but at
and open discussion with students ing a North Korean visa, and to break up classes in the Business the
least they are actively doing someon this campus."
related to issues of student con- eventually the release of his son, and Social Science Building.
He then discovered that accord- thing about the disgraceful paraPolice arrested eight, including
Charles, a member of the capcern."
campus policy, the doxes existing at SJS today."
"What is most important," said tured intelligence ship Pueblo two girls. The others fled into the ing to state and
Miner, "is to have faculty and stu- seized by the North Koreans in
dents talking together about their January.
common problems."
WASHINGTON
An
organMiner then urged all students izer of the demonstrations at
the
Democratic National Convention
in Chicago, Thomas E. Hayden, 28,
year there have been only nine.
By KENYON JORDAN
of Oakland, Calif., lashed out at
The only one in the West was at Unispartan Daily Staff Writer
investigators yesterday in a House
versity of Washington when several stuDaily
reSpartan
the
was
the
scene
This
Committee on Un-American Acdents walked into the MOM w’here the reported here a year ago Nov. 20:
tivities probe.
cruiting was taking place
and then
Jose police used tear gas, smoke
"San
walked out.
NEW YORK
Hundreds of
bombs and billy clubs yesterday in an effort
Nevertheless, Clements added, "Security
pupils protesting the lengthened
to disperse an estimated 4,000 students who
people were in the area, like they always
school day resulting from the
gathered in front of the Administration
are when there is a possibility of difficulspecifically with whether the or- teacher’s strike gathered outside
Building, including some 250 persons proganization violated the Student schools in Manhattan and Queens
testing the presence on campus of a Dow
tieSst’Udents for a Democratic Society ISDS)
Activities Board regulations and in addition to Mayor John LindChemical recruiting team."
did not agree with Clements that a protest
intruded on student ights through say’s man.sion yesterday in the
it
But
again.
here
Dow
was
Monday,
did not materialize because "the interest
the disruption of the convocation." second day or demonstrations.
was a different story this time.
is changing or lessening in that area."
Langan explained that if Council
Not a picket sign wits in sight. Nor were
"Consider the timing," said a member of
takes no action on the matter, it
any police, at least, not where you could
SDS, which organized the protest last fall.
may go before the Student Jusee them. And no one was handing out leafDid you ask how Dow happened to choose
An apparent arson attempt
diciary for action of the attorney
lets explaining how Dow makes napalm.
the Monday after Thanksghing vacation
general prosecutes. The Judiciary occurred late last night %then
The only people who paid any attention
to come here?"
may either revoke campus recog- four fires broke out within
to the one recruiter who sat until noon in an
Nick Kopke, arrested in that protest, was
I
nition of SDS or take action minutes of each other on the
office in the second floor of the Placement
of the same mind. "You can’t just pick up
against individual students in- &Di moiling.
Center were
surprise! a few students
a phone over Thanksgiving and call up 300
volved in the disturbance.
Fires in Touer Hall, the
looking for jobs.
people and say let’s go demonstrate. No.
Act 49 in accordance with the Science Building, the Engineer"It was a nice visit," said Dr. Edward
You have to have an on -going White radiASB Constitution gives Council ing Building and the Eduvallon
Clements, director of the Placement Center.
cal organization."
ge to the
the power to revoke the club’s Building did little
(The recruiter had already left)
At any rate, those involved will have to
recognition, Langan pointed out.
structures, and no one was insvait until spring before Dow returns. Then
"There were no apparent problems. But
"ASB, through the Student Ac- jured. Thf t
fires in tlie
perhaps we will see if it was indeed the
then, we didn’t expect any," he added.
tivities Board, is responsible for Tower and the Education buildpost -vacation timing
Ile explained that while last year at this
or whether progoverning the activities of campUs- ing were apparently started from
testing Dow simply isn’t fashionable this
time there had been 90 university protests
recognized groups," he said. "Stu- Molotov Cocktails thrown by
against Dow recruiting on campus, this
year.
dent Council grants this recogni- now unidentified persona, action and May revoke it."
cording to a fire inspector.
AfiestSeleatiralreaMOWIGGetrofiafsaesassee#560)944.900#~0,99a0WAX*900060000C44
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SDS Getting Boot?
Student Council may vote today
to revoke ASB recognition of Students for a Democratic Society
(SDS) for its role in breaking up
an all-college convocation held
last week to discuss solutions to a
threatened student strilce.
ASH Vice President Bill Langan
said yesterday he plans to present
information on the possible revocation in his weekly Council report at the 3:30 p.m. meeting in
the College Union.
ASB Attorney General Gerry
Roney is also scheduled to be at
the meeting, according to Langan.
"There are certain questions
I’ve received concerning the actions of SDS during the past several weeks," Langan said, "as to
their compliance with certain basic
regulations governing a recognized
campus organization.
’These questions are concerned

nearby cafeteria and threw food
and dishes at the officers.
At lunch time, the strikers
started a forbidden rally at a platforrn in the quadrangle facing the
cafeteria.
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Dow Scene Quiet This Year
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Remember when Fireman Frank kil
a rabbit with his bare fists on his t
vision show?
A-h-lt-h, yes. Millions of us West Co
toddlers went out of our minds, did
%e?
THE KING
Back in the early ’50’s, George Lane
was the king of aftern tttttt kiddie she
A narrow, bespectacled fellow, who ut
by the name of Fireman Frank, he N
the Johnny Carson of the pee-wee set. I
shows were terrific!
Every afternoon, after school, we tun
in to Lamont’s show which followed sit
soap operas as "Love of Life," and "Sec
StoLrmani.:
nt was fantastic. He could t
funny jokes, draw great cartoons, and
was a master with hand puppets.
His greatest asset was that as a 1,t
triloquist his lips never moved wh
he was throwing his voice. And as far
kids were cencerned, this was an ende
ing quality because when the lips did
move, the puppets actually came to life

Editorial

Efficient Millers
"strike that flopped on campus la -t week served as a showcase
for the hitter disappointment and iolent fru. triltiOn of those who did stay
away front their classes.
Hie strike. labeled a "flop" in a
San JOS!. News banner headline got
little re-pon.t. from the much talked
about "silent majority."
A group of strikers. however.
sh,...le.(1 through do. Edw.:Ilion Building last Tuesday -homing "Get the
pigs off the campus." and carrying
"strike" signs. They opened doors and
yelled. W ith almost desperate, frustrated expressions they opened doors
and screeched "Strike!" into the mute
faces of representatives of that "silent
majority."
The majority of students at SiS remained in class during the "strike."
k very small minority really felt a
strike was necessary and just. But the
majority of per-anis who made up the
body of the strikers joined the movement not because of something they
believed. but because it was sotnething
to join. a way to escape. an excuse to
miss class.
All this talk about the "silent majority." and the "vocal majority" has
failed to realize that the greater number of thtete who makt up that minority are mindless. immature. frustrated
escapists. The group that screeched
so desperately in the halls of the Education Building on Tuesday was like
a small child. throwing a temper tantrutn because no one will pay attention to him.
The majority of this minority are
mindless followers who can’t talk below a shout and are struck dumb at
the tIwtight of using reason. and can
only meet accusations concerning the
unreasonableness of their actions with
volume.
The very small minority that forms
the nucleus of a vocal minority is usually quite willing to accept into their
group. as Italf-brothers. any number
of these joiners who are looking for
any reason to cut class or tnake noise.
They add body to a cause, mindless
bodies ’,crimp- but there is safety in
numbers. II, -pity the general stupidity
of the majot ity of that number.
The le;:41. I.-. who are not necessarily
the [whey ers. because most of them
hay e dropped out after the chronic
lead. r- have taken the helm, use these
- as. millers. NA hile the leaders
th. talking. the followers form a
c;
behind them. milling around,
lootting "1 ealt" at the appropriate
tittles. and adding enough weight to
make any slut% ing attempt effective.
Some of these millers get so good
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at their job that they consider themselves something of a rebel. and in extreme cases. attribute to themselves
the ability to think.
Tliese self-created mutations can
also be used effectively by the real
leaders by allowing them to keep on
believing they ean think. They can be
transferred fr
one cause to another
as easily as a compliment. insuring
that there will always be some experienced millers in the crowd.
You’d be surprised to know just
how many students on this campus
would be proud to be known as part
of an ugly mob.

"Bonsai ! !! "

Richard Raffia:

Bullying Shop Roughs-Up Editor
Away from the hustle and bustle of well
tra%eled San Jose main streets, miles from
the demonstration centers of Berkeley
and San Francisco, and many city blocks
from the strike-flop center of the world,
SJS. there is a store.
les a quaint little shop on a quaint little
street in San bese: it’s hardly a street
more of an
On the deist) glass front
door of the shop. in gold-leaf lettering are
the words, "Acme Bullying Shop. Please
Come In."
Some bells tinkled over the door. The
place was dark and when my eyes became
accustomed to the dim light I could see
a counter on the other side. of the store.
A little man stood behind it, leaning
against the counter, reading a magazine.
He was balding. wore square, rimless
glasses. and a tight-fitting vest. Glancing
at me as I walked in he spoke in a highpitched cranking voice.
"Can I help you?"
"Oh. no. no, I’m just browsing," I answered quickly.
"Fine, fine. Won’t you try one of our

free samples?"
I looked across the room in the directed. A huge man
tion his filthy finger
stood in the corner. ram-rod straight, arms
folded in front of him. A huge sign over
Nose
his head read: "Free samples
Bleeds."
"No thanks. I’m on a diet," I answered
eNell more quickly.
I went weer and started speaking to the
little proprietor about his business. He
told me that since the end of the gangster
era. his shop hadn’t been doing much
business, but with the advent of riots and
campus demonstrations, things had been
picking up.
"It’s a different kind of clientele," he
told me, "but in this business you can’t
he too particular."
I walked over to a wall covered with
photos of "satisfied cos aaaaaa ers" and their
victims. Above the pictures were a few
signs. One read. "Our work guaranteed, or
your money back -- If you got the guts to
collect." Another sign said, "All sales
final."

Staff Comment

Dissident Aberrations
By JOHN POIMIROO
The suspended prof sat outside nervous"Actually, George, we are your friends.
ly awaiting his appointed time.
We want to help you, but we cannot stand
"You may go inside now," milk-sopped
for tyranny. Tell us what you know, and
a ;44’mi:try.
we will let you go. How would you like
The walls were paneled witlt a dark
special privileges: we can arrange these.
wood and the carpet seemed as thick as
Work with us, George, and things will he
easier for you.
a marsh. An odor of cigar
ke hung
heavy in the room. Half-hunched over his
"I want our little canip to return to the
large oak desk Willi a man -- small of
happy land of diversity that it once was
stature -- busily writing on a hidden
George, butt we cannot have this until you
tahlet.
stop your insolent aberrations.
RETIREMENT 13ENEFITS
"Remember, George, we are your
Ile mumbled to himself, "Let’s see. the
friends: we want to help you. Come in
and if I
salar of a college president is
again, George. I enjoyed our diverse little
. then I can get ... in
sta on the job
chat."
return, add on my retirement benefits
and ... " Ile looked up.
"Sit down George. Sit down. You look
surprised. I bet you didn’t expect to find
Me looking like this. Perhaps you wonder
how I speak your language? Well, I was
edueateil itt the United States.
1.11’TLE GROli
trustees of the California State Col"Would you like a cigar, or a cigarette?
lege+ approved Nov. 26 a list of 10 ofWe are all fltir friends here. We want you
in fs,-1 a. ram of our little group.
t-en -es viedat
of which could result in
"Sit down, George, and make yourself
college disciplinary procedure or criminal
romfortable.
charges. l’he "Ten Commandments" apply
"The reason I called you here today, is
to all 18 state college campuses. The ofsome
disturbing
because I have heard
lenses
are:
rumors about you. Others say that you
or disruption of any au1. Obstrue
Illa%I. been inciting our little community
thorized State College activity, including
to violence. and that you do not agree
those of auxiliary organizations, whether
with our principles.
Azilr college property or at any ioca
"Well. George, we cannot stand for this!
lion then controlled by a state college.
eall be tolerant only so long, then we
2. Obstruction of either pedestrian or
will resort to more exacting methods.
vehicular traffic on state college-owned or
"I don’t have to explicate further on
controlled property.
our methods. You have seen us handle
3. Physical abuse or detention of any
dissidents like you before,

Above the counter was a large price list,
outlined in the shop’s employees, a motley
collection of 8 by 10 glossies of sinister
looking bullies. The price list started out,
"Noses: Tweet, 75 cents: Bleed. S1.50:
Punch, S3: Break, S6.50." The price list
went through variott- vy orking-overs in different degrees to irtually every part of
the body, all the veay up to a "Deluxe
Work-0%er," guaranteed to leave the vicpering pulp and retim a helpless wl
tailing at S82.95.
Below this price list and the pictures
was another sign, a new one, made ap-parent by its whiteness compared to the
yellowing faded larger price list. The new
sign listed. "Editors and reporters roughed
up, 315.00: Radio and television editors
and newsmen, 325.15. Equipment destruction extra."
Casually polishing a pair of brass
knuckles he asked toe if I wanted to order
anything.
"Well, Ent not really interested," I said.
"Now, now, don’t make any hasty decisions you’re going to regret later," he
said, glancing over at the free sample dispenser. "You really should pick something
up. If you know what I mean. It will do
you good."
"Well, tilt," I began. retnentbering my
frail constitution," I kind of prefer to tlo
my own work, you know "thsit-youself"
and all that. I guess I could use some brass
knuckles."
"V’ell, now, that’s better. That will be
$7.95," he said, taking tny money and
dropping the knuckles in a plain brown
paper bag.
I turned and started to leave, but while
putting my wallet hack in my pocket my
press card fell out. I snatched it up quickly and hurried toward the door.
"lib. sir," the little man called to me,
freezing me in my tracks, my hand inches
from the doorknob.
"Yes." I replied in his own high pitched
voice, turning slowly to face him.
"Your stamps, sir, you forgot your
stamps."

CARL THE CARROT
Right? Who could forget Dynamo D
ley or old "Carl the Carrot," a real, gard
fresh carrot who wore a miniature p
of sttn glasses, spoke in a high-pitch
voice, and usually appeared with gre
gangly still on his head?
Then, of course, there was the rabb
A large stuffed "Bugs Bunny" with a voi
similar to that of the cartoon charact
with the same name
Naturally, there were endless occasio
when Bugs attempted to eat Carl, and t
fascinated us kitls. To ILIA, Lamont’s sh
was the original "gas," a real witty affa
with the boob-tube.
Then one day, the end came when I
mont announced his show was being ea
eeled. Nobody ever found out why, h
now when I look back, old George w
quite a radical, very sarcastic, and oft(
allowed some pretty dirty material
beatn over the air. The program w
"live" and the rough spots couldn’t
"blipped" in time.
GOOD OLD GEORGE
Thus, good old George Lamont. hatefi
and bitter to the end, gave us a show we
never forget.
Right before our innocent young e)
he calmly ate Carl the Carrot, using th
sun glasses for a tooth-pick!
Then, with an evil sneer, he tore Bug
Bunny to shreds, first pulling off the ear.
then the arms, then the legs and lowet
body portion, and with only the buttor
eyes and stupid smile remaining,
stabbed Bugs in the head with a butche
knife.
I remember I began to gag and atoms
vomit when he reached into Bugs’ hea,
and started flinging the rabbit’s cottoi
"brains" all over the studio.
Yes, Capt. Kangaroo couldn’t hold
candle to old George Lamont, (where eve
he is today.)

Guest Articles
The Daily will consider and is seeking Goes
Editorials and Guest Rooms from SJS stt
dents and faculty members on matters al
reefing the camPus and its students.
Arrangements for writing such material
may be made with Richard Battin, Dail
Associate Editor, between 2 and 4:30 p.m.
the Daily Office, JC208. Final decisions on us
of guest articles are reserved to the Edito
Guest copy should be typed double space
an 40 -space line.

Editor’s Note:

Trustees List Punishable Offenses

The

member of the college community at any
location or any other person while that
person is a visitor on state eollege-owned
or controlled property.
4. Theft of, or damage to, state college
property or property of any person while
that property is on state colleged-owned
or controlled property.
5. Conduct which endangers the health
or safety of any person while on state
college-owned or controlled property or at
any college-sponsored or supervised function.
6. Unauthorized entry to, or use of, any
state college facilities, including buildings,
grounds and equipment.
4. Ettilitre to comply with directions of

college police and any other law enforrt
’Dent officers while they are acting in th,
performance of their duties.
8. Illegal possession or nSe of firearm
explosives. dangerous chemicals or otlic
weapons on state college-owned or tot
trolled property.
9. Failure to comply with directions c
a state college president or his authorize I
designees while acting in the performanc
of his duties.
10. Disorderly conduct, breach of th
peace, and aiding, abetting or procurin
another to breach the petscA crn state col
lege-owned or controlled property or at
any state college-sponsored or supervised
Ilsaction.

Photo Contest
Penny Vote
Ends Friday
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Five girls chosen .is mailists in
the Miss Photogenic contest fate
a penny vote by SJS students thi,
week to determinc. the winner.
Voting began Monday at booth::
on SCVOA II Street and in front of
Spartan Bookstore and will continue util Friday afternoon. Tn.
booths are open from R):30
to 2:30 p.m. daily.
Pmceeds from the contest will
go to a Braille Institute fund to
buy guide dogs for the blintl, said
Rhysa Davis, president of Theto
Sigma Phi, the women’s journalism honoraty sorority. sponsorine
the contest.
The finalists are Jane Kato, a
sophomore majoring in social
science, sponsored by the seventh
floor of The Waffle Towers; Maria
Leon, a psychology major sponsored by Washburn Hall; Esther
M. Reyes, a junior social service
major sponsored by the Chicant
EOP program; Barbara Thatcher.
a freshman exploratory major, an
independent candidate; and Rettzi
L. Wells, a junior social science
major, also an independent candidate.
They were chosen from 37 entries by Gordon Converse, chief
photographer for the Christian
Science Monitor, and his photography staff in Boston, Massachusettes.
Counting of the penny votes will
be completed Friday evening, Miss
Davis said. The winner will be notified by telegram around 8 that
evening.
She said Miss Photogenic will
receive approximately $60 in
prizes from local merchants. Prizes
are also being donated for the
four runners-up.

Orientation Leaders
Sign-up To Start
Leader for the spring 1969 semester
will he taken at a table on Seventh Street from 10 to 2 p.m.,
beginning tomorrow and will
contnine through :Monday. All
interested students are invited
to apply.
Sign-ups ror Orient
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Miss Photogenic Contest Finalists

JANE KATO

Charged

9 Arrests
In Strike
Activities
As a result of last Tuesday’s
strike activity, nine persons have
been arrested on a variety of
charges. They were charged with
misdemeanors in connection with
a series of hit-and-run classroom
disturbances.
Lonnell R. Terrell, 20, sophomore psychology major, was arraigned on charges of participating
in a riot, resisting arrest and assault on a police officer. Terrell
pleaded not guilty and was released on his own recognizance
pending a Jan. 28 jury trial.
The eight others arrested la.st
Tuesday were formally charged
in misdemeanor complaints filed
Monday in Municipal Court. They
are flee on bail pending arraignment tomorrow morning.
The eight are:
Bernard Mack, 22, unemployed,
71 W. Pierce Ave. charged with
participating in a riot, disrupting
classes and malicious mischief;
Glenn A. Coleman, 27, architectural designer, 22 S. Ilth St.
charged with resisting arrest;
George W. Burns, 24, graduate
in psychology, Santa Cruz; arrested at Centennial Tfall on
charges of participating in a riot.
resisting arrest and assault on
a police officer;
Michael E. Anderson, 18, freshman sociology major, 385 S. 10th
St. chtuged with participating in
a riot;
Mordechai S. Arieli, 21, student,
525 S. Sixth St. Arrested at MacQuarrie Hall on chkages of participating in a riot, resisting arrest and assault on a student;
Willie R. Johnson, 18, freshman,
Markham Hall, charged with participating in a riot;
Michael R. Torrence, 18, freshman art major, Moulder Hall,
charged with participating in a
riot;
Walter Edwards. 19, freshman
history major, Markham Hall,
charged with participating in a
riot.
The complaints were signed by
Detective Sgt. Joe Escobar of the
San Jose police and issued by
Deputy District Attorney Harry
Parker.

MARIA LEON

ESTHER M. REYES

Open Tonight
Until 9 p.m.

feteit0900,!

BARBARA THATCHER

RETTA L. WELLS

SJS Incidents Costly

City Police Requests Monies
By MICHAEL CRANK
Recent disturbances on the
SJS campus pr
pted San Jose
Police Chief Ray Blackinore to
inform San Jose City Council
at its afternoon nteeting Monday that disturbances at SJS
"increase strain on manpower
mailability to a breaking point,
and ue cannot continue to provide the same protect’
without state financial reimbursement."
Requesting the Council to appropriate additional monies to hire
new men for the force and to pay
overtime salaries of policemen
who worked to keep the campus
incidents under control, Blackmore emphasized "We cannot continue to provide 100 per cent security at the college campus, forsaking the rest of the conununity."

Citing figures in his report to
the Council, Chief Blackmore informed them that in the last 15
months the department has spent
$50,000 in man-hours in seven different incidents, $32,000 of that in
overtime pay. A total of 794 manhours or $9,320 was spent for
police work at the SJS-BYU football game.
’CONSERVATIVE ESTIMATES’
All the figures cited are "very
conservative estimates at best,"
Chief Blackmore pointed out.
"If incidents at SJS level off
we can achieve some stability
again," Chief Blackmore added,
"but no doubt there will be further incidents, and at this very
moment the San Jose police am
on standby for any disturbances
that occur at San Francisco State.
We cannot afford to spend another $50,000 in the next 15

Sparta Life Goes
On Sale Monday
’’We polled quite a few students
early in the semester, and asked
them what they would like to see
in a campus magazine. Then we
built the magazine generally
around their answers," says Bob
Kenney, editor of Sparta Life
magazine about this fall’s issue
which goes on sale around campus
Monday, Dec. 9.
Changes in this upcoming issue
including dropping the price down
to 50 cents, reducing the size to
81,44 by 11 inches, ("It’ll fit in most
of your notbooks in case a profs
lecture turns into a drag," says
Kenny), and more photography
and art work in this issue than in
previous issues.
Some of the diverse topics in
this issue include:
a complete guide for the student who wants to spend semester
bleak in Mexico, emphasizing not
only what Americans should look

Athletic Board Participation
By Alumni Heavily Criticized
(Conti
from Page 1)
contents, Patrick Spooner, National president of the SJS Alumni
Association, said, "comments by
Rutz don’t reflect what I said in
the last Board meeting, nor does
his definition align itself to the
principles, functions and purposes
of the Alumni Association of SJS."
Rutz said "their interest is principally in football. They have contributed little to the academic enieonment."
"It seems to me," Rutz said,
"that for the nickels and dimes
the Alumni Association row ri-

Committees
Offer Chance
For Reform

butes, we must pay a heavy tax in
interference from off-campus figures."
He noted that when student
members of the Advisory Board
recommended that the alumni
should begiven "non-voting status"
on the Board, the Alumni Association representative inferred withdrawal of the Association’s offer
to help furnish the new College
Union.
"This is an example of the sort
of negative influence the alumni
wields on this campus," Rutz said.
"To tie the entire college community to decisions made by such
an unrepresentative group as the
present Athletic Advisory Board,
would be a serious mistake" according to Rutz.
"The athletic program does not
exist in a vacuum," he said.
The author of the special ASB
report concluded by suggesting
that "since students make the
greatest contribution to the maintenance of the athletic program,
students should have the greatest
voice on the Board."

out fur in MeXiCO, but also noting
what Mexicans dislike about American tourists.
two writers, male and female,
talce a look at the topless and
bottomless craze in the Bay Area.
New College: is it "really all
that Senator Bradley has run-itdown to be?"
and a side -long glance at the
SJS student who prefers living in
an unapproved closet to an approved dorm room.

Damage Reported
At Hoover Hall
Early
Damage Yesterday

to state and personal
property was reported to campus security early yesterday morning by Hoover Hall Head Resident Emma W. Findeisen.
Investigating Officer Mike Teel
reported he found four lounge
chairs slashed, six floor length
curtains cut, and two smaller curtains cut in Hoover Hall, Yeomen’s
residence hall, 325 S. Eighth St.
These items are listed as state
property.
Private property damage included sugar in the gasoline of one
resident adviser’s car and the
slashed convertible top of another
resident adviser’s car.
Campus security is continuing
its investigation but reports no
suspects at this time.

Beer &
Wine

months without financial aid from listen to outside agitators. It curthe state of California."
tailed that activity fast."
Chief Blackmore finished his
ITEMIZE COSTS
presentation by stating that the
Mayor Ron James, presiding at police power exercised at SJS "was
Monday’s Council meeting, recom- not wasted" and the excellent
mended that a letter be directed conditions at SJS attest to it. "A
to the State College Board of great deal more time and money
Trustees itemizing costs to San would have been spent if not for
Jose in maintaining law and order excellent police work."
Blackmore concluded by saying,
on the SJS campus. "It’s high
time the taxpayers were consid- "the S.J. Police Department is the
ered by the state of California," only agency that can handle future campus disturbances and
James stated.
At the same time, Mayor James handle it properly. We’re just askoffered words of praise for the ing for a little financial help from
majority of students at SJS. "My the state."
hat’s off to those students at SJS
who stayed in class and didn’t

Washburn Gives
Most Thanksgiving
Cans, Wins Prize
Operation Thanksgiving, conducted by Associated Women Students (AWS) and Circle K of
SJS, collected 5,649 cans of food,
it was announced last week.
The project was to collect food
for donation to the Salvation Army
for distribution to needy families
in the San Jose area for Thanksgiving.
"This total was lower than previous years but the Salvation
Army was very pleased with the
response," commented Sharon
Slade of AWS.
Washburn Hall, a female dormitory, received the sweepstalces
prize for most cans donated for
the third straight year, with a donation of 2,128 cans.
In the competition between living centers for highest number of
cans in ratio to number of students, the eighth and ninth floors
of The Waffle Towers came in
first with 1,555 cans. Second place
went to Phrateres’ pledges with
266 cans and third went to Angel
Flight with a donation of 233 cans.

Foucault Review
By Dr. Hooper
Today at 12:30

Dr. W. Thornton Hooper, associate professor of history, will review Michael Foucault’s, "Madness
and Civilization," today at 12:30
p.m. in Cafeteria A and B in a
faculty book talk.
"I will be reviewing his data on
development of public position on
madness during the classical era in
Europe," Dr. Hooper said.
"I also will pick up some of the
rich, literary, scholarly references
that Foucault has founded from
that era and then trace them down
to the modern time," he added.

Watts’ SIR Classes
Closed Temporarily
All classes and lectures in Alan
Watts’ scholar-in-residence program are cancelled today and tomorrow. The College Union Program Board (CUPB t reported that
Watts has the flu and will not be
on campus.

COMPUTER CAREERS

come to

Carlyle
Jewelers
in Palo Alto
for their

Diamond Rings
BECAUSE:
Answers Your Questions
About:
Salaries
Job Opportunities
Career Advancement
Training Requirements

r- Or Cho and Mail Coupon -Name

Address

Sal & Luigi
Pizzeria

347 S. 1st.
(Hight Downtown)

CY 7-1136

They hay thoppd nd cornpred and hiv found that
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Isewhr
ity Diamonds.

CALL 01> 286-9622

Food
to Go

’Our food is homemade"

COL/P/C’S

Is6 ;arm PRcr

The hottest
thing ntt the
tnnrket.

CMOIC

FREE Booklet

fogRitti;

"THE CITY PANT"
by Pant-Her
is the perfect gift selection
for the Holiday Season.
Assorted colors in wools
and crepes.

(Continued from Page I)
vice president, a main goal of
these meetings will be to "promote
interaction between faculty and
students, because the faculty so
often tends tu be isolated from the
students and their needs."
Langan suggested that topics to
be discuss..d at such meetings
might include curriculum and
course changes within the department, or any other matter of student euncein.
Miner’s second plea to students
csincerned the already -existing student -faculty committees under
Academic Council.
Referring to the committees as
"the key source of energy for institutional changes
SJS," Miner
urged "all students to attend the
meetings, join the committees and
contact committee members to apply effective pressure where it
counts."
Of the 20 positions on these
committees, 12 remain vacant.
Jack Holland, chairman of Academic Council’s committee on committees, attributed the vacancies
to "an apparent lack of student
interest."
Miner. however, countered that
"one of the traditional problems
is that the appointed students find
their role insignificant."
Dave Aikman, ASB treasurer,
made a similar charge at the previous Academic Council meeting,
when he explained that "not
enough students are willing to belong to a committee whose representation is hopelessly inproportionate."
Miner also charged that many
committee deliberations have been
irrele%ant and there has been a
lack of action by the Spartan
Daily in informing students.
In asking students to take an
active role in campus events,
Miner reminded them that "the
administration of this college, although not insensitive to change,
lacks the. intiative for change. We,
as concerned students, can provide
this inititive if we make our
voices heard through out alreadyexisting organizations and individual efforts.

Cay

SUS

IrP
Engagement Rings from S100

Phone

Save 20. with ASB card

$12.99

L

Beauiful gift wapping FREE
validated
parking

all bank
charges

open mon. thru fri. 9-9
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Cagers Meet Cal Bears
MINE 1.1.VITSKY
Spartan Dail) sports Editor
Tonight might be described as
’Old Homecoming’ for SJS basketball coach Dan Glines and his assistant Stan Morrison who take
their winless Spartans to Harmon
Gy’m to meet powerful California

at 8.

in thi ,irrind half but key ficc
ihrovv. 1,.,vis and center 13ill
shin.
Captain Tim Holman and his
counterpart in the backcourt Steve
McKean both gunned through 13.
Holman was five out of six from
the free throw line while McKean
a as perfect with seven for seven.

points and hauling dokn 17 rebounds. Behind Dietriek was Dick
Groves who scored 14.
The Spartans led at halftime
37-35 but Bulldog guard Rob
iStephen.s hit on three consecutive
leorner shots to put Fiesno ahead
!60-59.
f()Ur lineS
I The score WaS t

Glines played his college ball for
the Golden Bears, graduating in
1955, while the 6-7 Morrison was
a member of the Bears’ NCAA
championship tezim in 1959.
Sports Illustrated has rated Cal
_ 15th in the country and the Bears
may go even higher than that.
Led by sophomore sensation
Jackie Ridgle things at Berkeley
haven’t looked so bright since the
A Molted number of tickets
for tonight’s game at Berkeley
T Ile door fur
will he ITN NIIIIINIt
81 with an ASB card.
day.s of Pcle Maven.
The 64 forward scored 35
points in the rtpener against the
University of San Francisco and
had plenty ci ihipport from 6-11
ly and guirds
center Bel)
fl,1 Bub White.
Charlie John,
Cal vvon S2-71
Meanwhile the Spat tans will be
trying to rebound from a 72-69
loss at the hands of Ftesno Stair.
Actually Lucius Davis deserved
the win not Fresno. DaVIS MCSIIIN1
30 points and was mostly iispensibie for keeping the Bulldogs in
the game the first half.
SJS wits led hy 6-10 forward’
Cohy. Dietriek who turned in an

ESCAPE
Escape you, chily dinner dr,
drums in a truly creative wa,,
Move up cut of +he ordina
to the only Indonesian Cafe i
the area. You will enjoy sc,..1
exotic dishes as:
Cr/do-Cm/0
\,,,i IZatItcs
ur
1,111
Be our guests tonight.

j

Cab Jitdenc
RAY WOODFIN Is providing +he Spartans vr.th tl.ot a I important dr pth as he is fighting for a siarlinq jcb cn - c Arent
cage team. Woodfin stands 6-0 and is a former scc..,d team
CIF player from Redondo High.

Closed Mon. & Tues.
445 W. San Carlos
Phone 297-9910
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The SJS fmsh cagers came back
from a five point halftime defect
to defeat the Fresno Stale Pups,
80-67, Monday, in the season opener in the Spartan Gym.
The Spartababes paced by massive 6-7, 250 pound center, Paul
Pafford pulled away from the
Pups in the last 10 minutes, and
extended their lead to IS points.
Pafford finished :e.; leadi7. , ,,_
.7- for Ihe Spartabahes V
piants and the leading
with 18. Gordon Crochet, .
buted 19 points and Dan ll.allser
14. for the Spartahabes.
Fresno Statros Sam Jackson led
scorers with 25 points. Jackson
t ished second in rebounding
with 15.
Spartabahes lost seven 111..4ik
pl
due to their decision
hey ii.at si.IS sports until the nth’,
are returned to
1 ilack football pin, ,
hal the BYU fowl .
_
Tim ,p I ...ltes take
i
Cal frosh tonight as
.
T
the varsity game. The (’tti.
dropped hy University ot San
FralleiSCO yearlings 89-69 Monday

’um.

293-7700

If You’ve
Got
Few
Yours . . .

"r,

It will take you all afternoon to look through all of
our greeting cards and gift books. They’re from
Hallmark where originality and beauty go side
by side. Besides Hallmark’s cards and gift books,
we also carry party goods, wrapping paper, center pieces and fragrance candles. Come in soon.

loth &

If you’re not No. 1 in it sport.
the next best thing is beating the
top team.
The SJS water polo team has
already experienced this pleasure.
beating the top ranked CC Irvine
team, and is now seeking the top
spot themselves. A Olin in the NaInvitational Tournament
tional
which begins Thursday would
hring the Spartans the No. 1 ranking.
The tournament brings together
the top water polo teams in the
United States for the event in the
Belmont Plaza Pool, Santa Barbara.
The Spartans, no strangers to
rugged tournament play, will not
be strangers to tile teams invited.
Except for the teams from the
!tattiest (Loyola of Chicago and
Indiana) and East (Army), the
Spartans have played all of the
oilier entries.
Spartan coach Lee Walton, although he won’t overlook the nonlalifornia schools, believes the
stiffest competition should stem
from the teams his Spartans have
already played.
This would include USC, LIC Irvine, UC Santa Barbara, California
and Cal State Long Beach. The
Spartans own wins over all these
teams but have also lost to Santa
Barbara, Long Beach and Cal.
"Both Indiana and Loyola have
good teams but they. don’t play
quality tettms all the time like
we do," Walton noted. "They just
don’t have the seasoning."
Seasoning isn’t something the
Spartans will have to worry. about.
On the season, the Spartans are
18-4, with one of the losses coming
to the Olympic Club of San Francisco.
One Spartan in particular will
have no problem with the Niel
Greg Hind, the Spartans’ leadim
scorer and a sure het for AllAmerican honors, spent many

lhhight’s basketball game between &IS and Cal vvill be broadcast 0 \
KSJS 90.7 FM with Hal
Ramney and Pete Torrey calling
tile action.
This marks the second straight
season which Ramney will be at
the mike, while Torre is also a
.c*eran of kisketball play-by-play

-

10th Street Pharmacy
Santa Clara

294-9131

With a first -ever NCAA soccer
championship in their sights, the
Spartan hooters tackle the University of Maryland Thursday at 1
p.m at Grant Field on the campus
of Georgia Tech in Atlanta, Georgia in the tourney semifinals.
SJS gained the semis hy virtue
of a 1-0 victory mer the Air
Friree in a quarterfinal tilt held
Colorado Sittings, Colorado
s.., itialay.
The Maryland contest represents
the furthest the Spartans have
ever gone in NCAA competition.
If SJS should win Thursday, they
will enter the finals against the
winner of the other semifinal
match featuring Michigan State
and Brown University Saturday at
1 p.m. at Grant Field.
Last year’s championship game
ended in a tie between Michigan
Slate and St. Louis University.
_ _

FOR THE BEST XMAS
GIFT YOU CAN FIND
ANYWHERE
YOU CAN’T BEAT
BOOKS FROM SAN
JOSE’S BIG BOOKSTORE

I

assumes an almost piLiy.:
COACH HARRY ANDERSON
stance during the final 30 seconds of play in Saturday s varsity
football game against Brigham Young University. The score was
25-21, Spartans, and these final seconds were critical moments.
As the clock ran out, so did Anderson’s career as Spart.:in grid
coach. He has resigned as football coach but will remain on the
men’s physical education department faculty.
hours in the Belmont Pool this
summer as he tried out for the
Olympic team.
Although he failed to make the
team, Hind WilS the last player
cut. His being cut has brought
nothing but joy to Spat Wyllie.
Hind has been nothing short of
sensational all season ’long.
And if he isn’t beating the opponent with his high-powered scoring, he is beating them with his
tight defense and fine ball handling.

COM TO PSOCT011101 TNT DIST VALLI.

Hind is not a one-man show.
however. VVith the ability. of his
teammates. it is impossible for
any one player to dominate play
completely..
Walton takes full advantage of
his overall strength, playing a total offensie game. While most
teams rely on the ono super man
player who camps in !tont of
the cage and takes practically all
his team’s shots, the Spartans
mum on all players for scoring.
"Whit we do is ’totally, new for
college ,:‘1,T polo," Walton said.
. "And 111.
oy we do it is completely new 1,,
polo."

Booters in Semifinals;
SJS Meets Maryland

Dian,

/mi.,.

Ramney, Torre
KSJS, 90.7

Water Polo Team
Seeking Plaudits
In National Meet

This season’s Scattan record going into the quarterfinal match
was a repeat of last year’s when
SJS. captured the West Coast In.tercollegiatc Soccer Conference
championship with an 11-1 mark
and vvon the NCila Western Regionals. Last seteitin’s team howed
to St. Louis Unixelsity, 4-3, in the
quarterfinals.
Spartan forward Fred Nourzad
proved to be the star of the Air
Force game through his winnin.,
goal in the third quarter. Nourzail.
a second team all-leaguer, is al
hree year ,..eisay voter:al

-4,Eolr.s

TOWN 3, COUNTRY VILLAGI
OPEN EVENINGS & SUNDAY
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As modern as her dress.
as bright as her smile...

$200

and destined to warm her heart! The
"Over and Under," most original ring
concept ever created for the Wedding
Set. From Proctor’s carefully chosen diamond selection.
NO MONEY DOWN

TERMS TO SUIT YOU
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SOUTH FIRST STREET

307 TOWtf &

COUNTRY VILLAGE
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MIXED EMOTIONS
ABOUT YOUR
FUTURE
You needn’t have them. Not
if you know what you want
and where to go get it. For
example. if you want to earn
a comfortable income. be your
own boss, be a respected mem-

in a lact......91 lahei three to male a
hritle, the 9roorri ani a
jonion
MORTOL
SAN
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efeAL
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ber of the professional community, c onsi der insurance
counselling. Interested? Then
star+ now. Fact: 22% of this
company’s top agents began
learning and earning while still
in college.
Check out our Campus Internship Program. Call or clop by
our campus office today and
talk to one of our people about
it. Watch him try to be unemotional.
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Newman Center Starts
’Social’ Series Tonight Miner To Launch

ht
at
a
ay

A five -lecture series on "Social
Next Wednesday, Dec. 11, proJustice" by Ray:mond Denehy. as. fessor Denehy. a doctorial condisistant professor of philosophy at . dirte at the Unnersity of Toronto,
will speak on the individual’s right
the University of Santa Clara, will .
etoipitih.e basic goods produced in sobegin tonight at 8 in the Newman
y and their means of distriCenter, 79 S. Fifth St.
Ibution,
The aim of the five-part WedOn Dec. 18. professor Denehy
nesday lecture series will be to will discuss the state and social
examine the basis for the equitablelj.ustice - the state’s responsibility
in the distribution of goods rind the
distribution of goods in society.
effect of the state’s role on the
Tonight’s topic will concern the
life of the individual.
need for social justice at the presNo lectures are scheduled over
ent time both at home and
throughout the world. The term the Christmas holidays. On Jan.
8, professor Denehy will continue
"social justice" will be defined.
his discussion of the state and soda I
justice,
concent rat ing on
guidelines for the distribution of
goods, social justice and human
dignity, and man’s essence.

Dick

Miner

pc

amendments to Title 5 of the edu-

information drive (i.e., League of
of Women Voters), 4) faculty support, 5, contact lobbying groups
Trustees.
Miner will present an outline of (those concerned with higher edusteps; tahich student eouncil eon cation), 61 maximum student partake to educate and inform the ticipation and 7) letter campaign
campus and the community. At (to encourage parents to wHte
the :cline time, the president will :Board of Trustees and expres,
ask for the Academic Council’s their concern).
"With the ACACIlliC Cotincir
cooperat ion.
cooperation, vve will be able
"We are working very closely
present a united front and rese.1
with
California
State College
this kind of meddling in lo.
President’s Association (CSCSPA)
affairs."
to begin a state-wide drive to prevent the amendments," Miner
For his final lecture on Jan 15, said.
the professor will discuss the re’FACT SHEET’
lation between indiyidual good and
the common good.
"We will put out a faet sheet," ,
In the final lecture, professor Miner said "which will outlirte
Denehy will discuss the problem what is now possible for campus
of finding a common denominator groups under the present educafor the equitable distribution of lion code, and vvhat will be posgoods which gives free play io sible if these amendments are
the person’s distinctive potential. adopted.
"The simple fact that the proposal includes student goverrsment
as an auxiliary: organization makes
the whole thing unacceptable,"
Miner said.
The restrictions which would be
Persons inter., .1, .1 in lit [ping the placed on student governments
Martin Luther King Jr. Memorial are specified in the proposed revisions, according to Miner.
cation

code,

by

the

tot -

Repreentathrs
lot% ing se!

will steps to stop this action to revise
.
.
launch a two-pmnged attack to- Title 5:
i 1) An informational campaign,
day in an attempt to thwart the
Pres,

Board

he
I th,tricts
on campus during December to
inter% feu teariter candidates. Inter% leus will he held in the
Placement ( ’enter, Bldg. AA.
122 S. Ninth St. Interested candidates imit sten up for an appointment tun ueeks prior to
the interview date.
FRIDAY, Dee. 6
South Bay Union Elementary
School District. Itnperial Beach
(San Diego County). Position, Elementary.
MONDAY 1).4’.

9

.trzcle. Cit.%
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BOOKINC.

Memorial Fund
Volunt2or Booth

Ellen:Just got the
phone bill. For what it
costs you to call us
(collect) you could fly
home on PSA regularly.
Why not?
Affectionately, Us.

Scholarship Fund may sign up as
volunteers to man a booth on Sev-

enth Street according to John ,
Merz. scholarship fund spokesman.
Sign-ups can hc made in BRI-racks Nine or by calling Ext. 2897.
The imoth will be open every day ’
from 11 a.m. to 2 p.m. to accept
donations. informational material
on the Eutleational Opportunity
Program and other relevant materials will also be handed out.

P.S. All you have to do is
phone your campus rep:
Joseph Meal&

297-9996

From San Jose to L.A. or
Hollywood-Burbank, $13.50.
San Diego, $19.85. Super 727
Jets. PSA gives you a lift.

Imenierninmsreenen

BARREL’S

$1.00
55c
$1.50
8 for
Soft Drinks 17c

Lunch, Wed. -Set., Noon -I0 pen.
Mon.-Tue., 4 p.rn.-10 p.m.
293-4259

Barrel’s

South I I th & San Carlos (next to Speedee

only implied now, but a
would be made for it,
president indicated.
outlined the following

7 I
_

The thief struck while the police
took a vacation.
Joseph N. John.son, business
management major and member of
the San Jose police reserve, reported that his service revolver
and night stick were taken from
his South Eighth Street apartment
over the Thanksgiving holiday. According to Johnson, there was no
evidence of forced entry into his
apart ment.

A Posh All Expense One Week

SKI VACATION AT
SUN VALLEY IDAHO
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Featuring Top
Quality Rentals
Nit’,

*or

C’ounW.

elementary.
WEDNESDAV, Dee. 11
Newark Unified School District
Newark (Alameda County). Po...
lions, elementary, junior high, s(,,

ondary.
TillirDsDAY. Dec.
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ward 1"nitied Sehool
triet, Hayward (Alameda Cour0
olemenlary.
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Sales
Rentals
800 So. Bascom
I
.4
San Jose, Calif.
1+,
287-5363
286-4848
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California’s Outstanding Ski Specialists
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donor

pa4d

$5

per collecticn. 40 Bassett St.,
San Jose 294-6535.

Where
elbows
are out,
Pendletonse
are in
(n)
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San Jose

292-3467
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Drive-in and Dining Room Service
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CHILLY?

I

Whole

per mo., $10

per plasma collection.

Sales & Service

Tico’s has fhe perfect remedy. The unchilly chili!
Let the unchilly chili unchill your insides and
bring a warm smile to your face. Yes chili fans.
Tico s can fix you the best chili you’ve ever
esten. And all we want is a chance to prove it.
Open 24 hrs. a day for your convenience.

.

$5

New & Used

I

I

wk.

,
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They’re authentic t000 virgin
wool Pendletons, to be sure
but tailored with a taper, box
pleat, hanger loop, button-dovs,
collar and bobbed-oft sleeve.
In plaids, stripes, checks. Great
Fall colors. S-Mt-XL.

ALWAYS VIRGIN WOOL

4th and St. James

Martinez

illen’s Wear
FIRST AND SYN CARLOS
S.YN; .lt iSE
’ill
Open

Is it possible to be
assed by at 30?
offered, and about 2,400 engineers will study there
in 1969. It’s the most advanced facility of its kind.
Ask around. You’ll find that when it comes to anticipating change, Western Electric is way out in front.
And we make every effort to keep our engineers there
too. See our recruiter or write College Relations,
222 Broadway, New York, N. Y. 10038.
A lot of study, and hard work, never hurt anyone

Western Electric

MANIII ANTRIM’, & SUITTY UNIT Of lilt BILL SrSiBt1
AN QUAL OPPOKUNIIYEMPLOYLR

Also included, complete 0
0
use of all lifts, daily Ski
instruction, morning and
transportaaf+ernoon,
tion to and from slopes,
plus the use of Sauna,
and two heated swimming pools. Drop by the
shop and fill out an entry blank. Consolation
prizes, for some of the
unlucky losers include:
Fischer Skis. and Lange
Boots.

No Purchase
Necessary

Illernentan
’Mountain I, ire

Black & White - Color

Absolutely. If you’re a 30-year-old engineer who’s
failed to keep up with the latest developments in his
field.
Because Western Electric’s an acknowledged industrial leader in graduate engineering training, that’s
one worry our engineers don’t have. Our nearlycompleted Corporate Education Center near Princeton, N. J., for instance, will have a resident staff of
over 100. More than 310 engineering courses will bo

WIN

Win an all expense paid
holiday for two in fabulous Sun Valley, Idaho.
Flying roundtrip first
class via Western Airlines. The winners will
enjoy l’heir one week
stay in a luxurious $52,
000 Condominium apartment. Meals will be provided by any one of nine
Sun Valley dining spots.

MO Het,
Claim

Immediate Delivery
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selerot
(Santa

We Give Student Rates

Phone Orders 297-8421

How Would You Like To

INCLUDES

11

EARN $40

T1 EMMY. Dee. 10
:Mountain View

WE RENT TELEVISION

,:..4,..
a in

I
I

Los

41

Student’s Police
Weapons Taken
During Holiday

Fish & Chips
Phone Orders

ISIPLIED PROVISION

inneenelmrnnerere I , This is
!provision
the ASB
Miner

Off en9,A
Large Order Fish & Chips
’alf Order
Shrimp ’N’ Chips 5 per S1
Chips 25c

"Chancellor Glenn Dumke and
the Board of Trustees would be
able to specify for ASB what kind
Of expenditures are acceptable,"
Miner explained.
The proposed revisions would
also give the college presidents and
the chancellor the ability to specify the allocation of any ASH
funds, according to Miner.
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Personal
Student
Advisor

Over 18
Blood Donors

Interviews County). c
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Attack on Title 5

ASB
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A Million Thrills

’Carnival’ Arriving

.

1.11M.
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..pen it: tent
...id :cad eitt thc hatkers
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at 8:15 p.m. in tite Coll. -;e Theater.
st I t
puppeteers.
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INTUITIVE
INTROSPECTIVE
INQUISITIVE
INNOVATIVE
INDEFATIGAE.)’LE
INDESTRUCTIBLE
INGENUOUS
INDIVIDUAL
,
-.
INVENTIVE
t.4.:
INVINCIBLE
...:,-74t.-.:
AND
-:.4’i
INVOLVED
ft.

glers,
...5 -pair. orchestra and other carnial types.
"Catnival" is "a million and one
thrills," according to Lee Kopp,
Drama
Departtnent
publicity’
chid’ man.
l’he play revolves around Lili,
zi young girl vvIto finds her way
to B. F. Schlegal’s "Cirgue de
Paris," a broken down circus
and carnival traveling to Paris
to make 0 in the "big titne."
Lill. played by Catherine NIorvan, meets the magician Marco,
layed by Norman C. Russell,
vim Avotild like nothing better
than to spoil her childlike int:0(4,11(.0.
a.’ the role of Marco’s
....istant, Rosalie, will
Karen Black. B. F. Schlegal
v..11 be played by Wes Finley,
while Paul Nlytn.old will be seen
it.: the puppeteer.
’rhe play is being directed by
Elizabeth Loeffler. Music and
vocal assignments are under the
direction of Dwight Cannon.
Dance and correography is directed by Nlina Zenon
Cannon said an involving aspect of the performances will
be "drunks in the audience."
He said that audience will hopefully become involved in the
roustabout atmosphere of the
production.
"Carnival" will he repeated
Dec. 7. 11. 12. I:1 iind 14. Tickets are available at the College
Box Office.
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We offer you, "The Smoker." the most
complete assortment of pipes, tobacco,
clears, cigarettes. lighters and ace sssss les
for every type of smoker. Smoking is not
s deline with us . . if is our specially.
’ 45 years in the pipe business"

St.,1411V.-

sds

,:lt
1518

45 North First Street
297-0463

.hre
OPEN EVENINGS TO 9:30
SATURDAY TO 6
SUNDAY 12 TO 5

Ciiiscont records.,

ONE WEEK ONLY
Tilla GREAT LABELS

ECCA

MOZAnT:

THE LONDON
ORIGINAL CAST

IVA:An of

7ianc Concertos
Nos. 11 ard 21
GEZA ANDA
PI,. 21 co:Ifains

MAN OF
LA MANCHA
DELUXE 2-2ECORD SET
REDUCED TO

$ 798

th,? love theme iron
"ELVIRA MADIGAN ’
’ 41111111110ft

46, 114P11111LIK

THE BLUE DANUBE
HERBERT VON KARAJAN
Original recording
heard several firnes
during MGM’s

"2001:
SPACE ODYSSEY"

"Alexander Nevsky," a Russian film directed by Sergei
Eisenstein and D. I. Vassiliev.
will be shown today at 3:30 and
7 p.m. in Morris Dailey Auditorium as the tenth film in this
fall’s Classic Film Series.
Sponsored
by the College
Union Program Board and the
Audio-Visual Ser v i ce Center,
"Nevsky" was &scribed by the
New York Times as "A vigorous
and undeniably impiessive pf.ture . . . a stunning portr,.. :
of medieval warfare."
Starring Nikolai Cherkassov
and N. P. Okrlopkov, the film
depicts the battle between invading Teutonic Knights and tit(
Russian-Baltic forces of Prince
Alexander Nevsky.
The score for the 1938 Russian Classic, composed by Sergei
Prokofiev, has become popular
as the "Alexander Nevsky Cantata." The soundtrack is Russian dialogue with English sub-

Strike Causes
American S’i’oxi
Cancellation

GAS
r

eguie

(94

Et h

OCTANE)

2.9
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!00 OCTANE)

Only at 4th & Williams

Puritan Oil Co.
Exclusive

Northern California Engagement

[Joni ever stop clutsing raininnti.i...ea
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Because of disturbances’ that
took place in the Art Department last Tuesday during the
student strike, the two-week
American Painting show which
was scheduled to run from Dccember 2 through DecetnInfr 13,
in the Main Gallery has been
permanently cancelled, the Gallery Director’s Office has announced.
The decision to cancel the
show, which would have included "very valuable art from
different collectors in the area,"
was made November 26 by Gallery Directot’, John Hunter, and
Chairman of the Department.
Fred Spratt, who at the time
did not know how long the
would last, said Jan Zaleski, -...retary to the Gallery Director.
Miss
Zaleski
said
several
watercolor paintings were Mtn
off the wall in the hallway, 41
picture frame and glass were
broken, and a picture was bent
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TC:2,1N.CCLOR’ FROM WARNER BROS.-SEVEN ARTS

MAIL ORDERS NOW!
San Frill:71S6:
PRIC.13,
E,.es. 13..tn Thru Thurs )
Eves (Fri. Sat and Hot. Eves.)
Mats. tWedne0dayl.
Mats. (Sat, Sun. Hot. & Dec. 16 thru Jan. 1)

ST. FRANCIS TtlEATRE

Ss33.2755

62.25

NOTE Mats at 2:00 pm Eves. at 8.30 except SundSa3Y25.
E sire Holiday Mats. Monday Oer. 16th
at 8:00
thru Jan. 1st 1969. New Year’s Performance at
8:30 pm $5.00. SpeLial Arrangements tor Cretins
and organizations Call (415) 362 4822

nna

n -’

$

Well

mos

...ROI Deo%

Enclose check or money order payable to ST. F PANCIS
1 ho3 fre Enr.lose a stamped self addrensed envelope.
SPECIAL IYIATINEES
P.!’.1.
A:
!
loll
Jon. 1st
G000 SEA713 AVAILABLE
AT BOX OFFICE OR BY
MAIL -sr. Francis Bon OffiCe
Omin Deily From 12 no011
Until Showtime--Tickets

At Si-lnrs, Macy’s &
n
v (Oakland)

AFF411315,1rattiMPFt

The original voice
tracks from his
greatest movies.

s,

THE

BRASS RAIL ...
I :11

rbog

SINGING SENSATION

lir..irdie Lee
PLUS
"KING OF
THE DRUMS’
SMOOTH SILK SOUL
SLEEK SLEEP WAL8caS
wwww.
ALSO

Russel! Lee

SALE ALSO INCLUDES THE
COMPLETE DECCA JAZZ
HERITAGE SERIES

99

PER DISC
Cat. Frice
5.79
CHAFiGE ACCOUNTS 1NVITED

Now Open Sundays
12 to 5

.

1’0 Mites

VV. C. FiELDS

SALE INCLUDES THE
COMPLETE CATALOGUES OF
BOTH DGG AND ARCHIVE

$36 9

Today’s Classic
Is Russian Film
In Morris Dailey

NVhile the hand grinds out the
rhythm, an aceomoaning projec31 etilllit1LIOUS
Wiii s SUagti.
fi-w of flashing slides until mid-

:). 110:mas
C’UPB Chn;.
.:11, free to
explained. ’1’1,,
lionifas then rioted that "beSJS stuzleni:
.
this clonve will be held on
light s it 0
Sh(XS
.1
dantiers.
s ,.t111101 be worn."
ilt1 11311,i
A pianist, Sun-Ra has been
creating "space-age" jazz for the * ******* * ***** **********
last 12 years and is cureently
SFAART STUDENTS
composing "infinity" jazz, stressSAVE $ $ $
ing electronic Founds of the (unite. The nmsicians, sporting
colorful anzl union. costumes,
zig
will
trurms 1
Buie, and .
cludin
...zncert perclarine,
rr
formance.
WOULD YOU BELIEVE
Ai lb- prou’arri’s ont,et.
SAV:NGS OF S50-5150
room will darken and a %istril
ON CAR INSUilAiNCE7
*
Closet:1z:
show vz ill takn
If during your COLLEGE or HIGH
;b., and
of hand,
SCHOOL Spring Semester, you
received a "B" average, you will
qualify for this SCHOLASTIC
DvadlIne for entrIer In Ow
DISCOUNT. Phone friday!
AWN (’Ing,tnia, Door DecoraPAUL SCOLA
tion t’onlf,t no. liern tAtendell
65 W. H,,,.Itc.n Cnrnpbell
to Frill 1,.
378.4123
__

NOW

PRE-CHRISTMAS SALE

ARCHIVE

The SJS Ski Club will organize its first ski trip of the semester when it meets at 8 p.m.
tomorrow in JC141.
The trip will be to the Slide
Mountain Ski Area near Reno,
Nev., on Dec. 13 thiough 15.
Skiing lessons will be given trio.
to club members Saturday and
Sunday inornings.
Cost to Ski Club members will
be approximately $30 to $32
and $37 to $:39 for non-members.
Included in the price is bus
transportation. two night’s loiging, lift tickets for both days,
breakfast Saturday and Sunday’ and dinner Saturday.
Other possible costs include
food purchased at bus stops,
lunches and ski equipment rentals. Club members get a 10 per
cent discount on rentals.
Busses will leave Fourth and
San Carlos Streets around 6
p.m. Dec. 13 and return Dec. 15
at 11 p.m.

ilar instruments will fl as.i zoo
a screen or wall. When the lights
reappear, 14 musicians in glittering gm’) will mingle into the
crolvd and to the far corners
of the room emitting a barrage
of sounds.

Sun-Ita and Ili; Astro Infinity
Arkestra, a jazz and mysticism
group, vvill perform at the College Union Pro r: ni Board sponsored dance Saturday night at
9 in the Women’s Gym.
Featuring 17 inu-acians playing 70 di f
en t ins t rument s,
Sun-Ra will prnsent a "mixed
aim
media excui -

MIIIINNIMINIMMUMMIIIIIUM1111131911117111111101111111111=111111111MM

SAN JOSE’S LARGEST MOST COMPLETE PECORD STORE

GG and

Sun-Ra, Arkestra
To Mix Media Sat.

Ski Club
Will Plan
Snow Trip

discount records inc.

Sat Mr steel
istaitd am
0r0.061 Are
Bistro Macy’t and
It. (mpumn sne
S’

SAN JOSE 99C N. REDWOOD AVE. 246-3474
SAN r" i4CISCOMERKELEY/MENLO PARK

AND tilS

SHEBA
"QUE:61 OF
THE JUNGLE"
DANCING
WITH HER BOAS

PER DISC
Cot. Price
5.79

USE YOUR
BANKAMERICARD
MASTER CHARGE
OR FIRST
NAT’L CHARGE

.s\4:0"’1’
"C 0
cis
q
r9

SHOW Ti.,t5
Irt 130 00,

NO I UNCI iFON SHOWS
AMATrUR NITE EVERY WED

L

* GIRLS
*GIRLS

DI_DRIA
KAREN

DONNA
KEW
CRYSTAL

WANES AND
DINNERS SERVED
DAILY IN OUR
11.10DERN
DINiNG ROOM!

iffill13140*
1-‘/F,‘,it TOES.
,’’’t
NITE

AUTO

Ages 17-25
Single or Married
New low rates for young drivers.
Preferred or hard to place risks accpled.
DALE JENSEN INSURANCE
3221 Stevens Creek Blvd.
San Jose
SuIt 205
243-5027

WEDNESDAY (Dee. 4)

Co-Ree, 7:30 p.m., PER Bldg.
TODAY
’
IRM Data Provessing Division.
Pi Omega Pi, 2:30 p.m., F.13420.1Feature attraction is a ski demNliijitt.:: BS NIS Engr., Phy. Sci., ,
I oust rat ion.
Ntreting.
p.m.. Alath N1BA lech or non-tech under
S.114 Linguistics Club, 2
A.I.C’h.E., 7:30 p.m., E329. Speak- I
’ gra«
I I cgrees.
er: Gary E. Dules, of the Ketchi-! Cafeteria A. Dr. F:dith C. Trager,
SJS professor of English, will I Systents Development & Systems
kan Pulp Co. in Alicska.
Italian Club. 11:30 a.m.. Italian speak on "Dialects of American Mantaf:wtitring Division. Majors:
BS MS FF., IF:, NIE. Math. PhYs-1
English."
Table in Cafeteria. Meeting.
ics, Chem., Metallurgy; BS/MS
Circle K Club. 5:30 p.m., CafeSpaghetti Feed, 11:30-1:30, at
I MBA Itus. Acctg., Finance.
teria B. Meet::,
Newman Center, 79 S. Fifth St.
Field Engineering Division. MaCost, 40 cents. A chance to meet
jors: BS EE, ME, Physics, Indusfriends.
Technology, Industrial Arts.
Social Justice Series, Newman trial
Union Carbide-Eleet Funk%
Ctliter, 7:30 p.m. Prof. Rayrnond
Nlajors: BS- MS Chem. E.,
I tenehy front Santa Clara Unis tsrsity is the lecturer, Tonight: IE, ME.
Fluor Corp., Inc. Majors BS/
-Definition and Need for Social
ME; BS NIS Chem. E. CE.
Justice."
I THURSDAY (Dee. 5)
rut-usuity
Northwest YMCA of San Jose
Angel Flight. 7 p.m., 81H233.
anti Santa Clara County. Majors:
Remember to bring money.
BS MS Recr., P.E., Sociology, Soc.
SJS Ski Club, 8 p.M., JC141.
Sci. Educ., MBA.
Information about the first Ski
Albert C. Martin & Assoc. Matrip.
jors: BS/MS ME, EE, CE, top 20%
Orientation Committee. 10 a.m.- of class.
2 p.m. Orientation Leader sigm-ups
on Seventh Street.
Epsilon Eta Sigma’ (F.:nglish
Honorary Society), 2:30 p.m.,
F0104.

Dry-clean
vou r

Sport
Shirt
69c

Japanese and American Students
Organization, 11:30 a.m., Cafeteria.
Final meeting for Tokyo Night
Festival.
Orientation ConunIttee, 10 a.m.2 p.m. Orientation Leader sign-ups
on Seventh Street.
American Society of Civil Engineers, 12:15 p.m., E131. Perry
Wood, from the U.S. Geographical
Survey, will speak on Santa Clara
County Analo Computer Model.
Everyone invited. Refreshments
and slides.

AT

Golden West Cleaners
25 S

292-1052
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1/99
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NITE

6

SAT. 9 TO

OPEN SUNDAY 10 TO 5

GET BEST SELECTION! UNBELIEVABLE SAVINGS

ALL FAMOUS MAKES BOOTS - PANTS - PARKAS FRIPICH IMPORT
skisFAMOUS
;iramotis, ata .’
ULTI-LAMI
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TWO RIGHTEOUS Surfboards:
Keating Model by O’Neil - 9’6".
design. Pintail by Dick Brewer .
Will trade for gd. speakers/car/or
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Go ahead. splurge! !

Open Tonight
Until 9 p.m.
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liowe
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150 E. San Carlos
(corner of 4th St.)
292-2840

COLLEGE STUDENTS
PART-TIME WORK
21 hours per week. Immediate openings
in our reference programming department. Learn techniques in marketing and
sales promotion. $168 per month guaranteed. Public contact work with managerial experience. Call Mr. Lenz, 28E1650 bet. 9 a.m. & 3 p.m.
STUDENT NEEDS BABY SITTER for I
yr. old girl. 7.3:00 M.F. In your home.
$20/wk. Prefer student’s wife with one
or no children. Call 2874957 after
6 o.m.
HISTORY TERM PAPER NEEDED on
anything up to 1500 A.D. At least 8
typed pages. Will pay. 287-0692 after
5 p.m.
STUDENTS
We have part.time openings in our new
San Jose office. No experience necessary Flexible hours. For interview call
287.1728

MALE ROOMMATE WANTED, In,_,
upper div. to share mod. apt. Own
bdrrn. $57/rno. 132 N. 5th. Call before
noon on TTH & 10 a.m. MWF or after
I p.m. daily. 294.5590.
THE BASEMENT needs female roomie.
2 beton. apt. $65/mo. 5IB S. 9th St.
Dana /286.4217.
EXTRA NICE ROOMS for rent. Private
house - very nice. Kitchen privileges.
Privacy assured. $40-$45. 259-9519.
I OR 2 GIRLS to share modern, comfortable apt. with 2 others. Reasonable
rates. 3 blocks from campus. Immediate occupancy. Call 298-0760.
ROOMMATE WANTED. Upper div or
grad preferred. Quiet residence near
school. May be only until end of semester. 850 month. 297.1390 & 295.0794.

NEWLY PAINTED UNFURN, 2 bdrm
apt. Hardwood floors. modern stove &
refrig. new drapes. 5 min from SJSC.
$100. 293-5995.
HOUSING 151
NEWLY PAINTED UNFURN 2 bdrm.
ept. New Vir’W carpeting, new drapes
MOTHER OLSON’S BOARDING extra storage, laundry facilities. 5 min.
HOUSE Best food in town. Linen & from SJSC. Cell 293-5995.
maid service. On campus 237 E. San NEEDED: 1 or 2 female roommates to
Fernando off 122 N. 8th. $26.50/ek. share 2 bdrrn apt. Phone 294.3308 or
293-6345.
377-3648 after 5 p.m.
VIUDENT TO SHARE I bdrm. apt. 502 WANT TO SHARE house with testher
S. 4th. #6. Phone 297-6249.
u. rties.
girl & child. Rent $75 +
FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED. 470 S Call 287-7732 after 5 p.m.
I Ith. Apt #6, $54/mo. Call Colette
298-1414, ext. 47 or 287-7283.
LOS’ AND FOUND (6)
NEW HOUSE FOR RENT for faculty
member. Near IBM. 2 bdrm, 2 bath
& den. Pets welcome. Immed. Occupancy. 225.1879.
LOST: BLACK & WHITE Boston BullFEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED to share dog. Lost Nov. 15. Near 5th and Wil
apt. at 68 S. 8th St. Upper div. student liams. Call 292-0837.
pref. Call 287-4449. Apt. G
FOUND: Contact lenses in case. In
NEED PLACE TO LIVE next semester vicinity of E. William & 10th. Found
for I girl only. Price no matter. Wish 11/17/68. Call 286-9366.
quiet & near campus. 298-3966.
NEED FEMALE ROOMMATES to share
PERSONALS 17/
suburban house 4 miles from campus.
Phone 297-3000 ext. 3577 days. Evenings ask for Bev at 258-1174.
MENI Large. quiet, clean room with BECOMING ENGAGED? But unsure
kitchen. Living room, basement work about the diamonds? Learn about it
shop & parking. Rent: Double - $30/ before any purchase. If you like, design
mo. each. Single - $501mo. 532 S. your own ring. Quality diamonds al
low prices. Contact Jim Self at 281)9th. See Jim or call 264.3994.
0964. Call between 5 and 7 p.m.
2 FEMALE UPPER DIV. or grad to
share 2 bdrrn. apt. 1/2 block from cam WHAT IS GOD’S PLAN FOR YOU?
pus. $43/month. Call 294-2689 bet. 4- Dial Peace oi - 1. 294.3333, Day or
.:tod.
r:qht.
5:30 p.m.

LITTLE MAN ON CAMPUS

8.38

1/2
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SERVICES 181.
EXPERIENCED THESIS TYPING. Elec.
toc. Masters - Peports - Dissertations.
Marianne Tamberg. 1924 Harris Ave.
Call 371-0395. San Jose.
RENT A STEREO OR TV FROM
ESCHES. Free delivery, free service
No contract. Call 251-2598.
TYPING. IBM Pica. Experienced 2436313. 9 a.m. so 8 p.m.
EXPERIENCED TYPIST. Thesis, term
papers etc Call 258-4335
WT. EFFICIENT TYPING SERVICES.
Los Altos Area, IBM equip. 10 type
styles 948- I 781.
SPEEDY ACCURATE TYPIST. Experienced & Responsible. Will Edit. 21/2
mi. from SJS. Mrs. Aslenian. 298-4104.
CUSTOM - MADE CONTEMPORARY
rings for getting engaged, married.
sharing water. George Lorimer.. Old
Town. Los Gatos. 354-8804.
ANNOUNCING THE ALL NEW SAN
JOSE BARBER COLLEGE. Located at
145 WEST SANTA CLARA ST. Across
from Hibernia Bank. HELP WANTED:
Have work for part-time janitor. Haircuts $1.00. Ail work done exclusively
by students. Visit the new SAN JOSE
BARBER COLLEGE. Courteous. effective service, the ultramodern Barber
Colleoe. The latest techniques. To reach
the Colleoe. oo west on Sento Clio,
TYPING - THESIS, term papers, etc
exoeriencez 3 ’est. Phone 269-8674.
STUDENT TYPING in my home. Fast,
Accurate, minor editing. Mrs. Baxter.
Phone 244.6581.
PARKING FOR SMALL CARS. Phone
297 5C4?
I DAILY CHILD CARE my home by stui-7
oref. 4 mos-3 yr.

To Place
an ad:
Come to:
Classified Adv.
Office -J206
Daily
1:30 to 3:30
Tues.-Thurs.
10:30-12:30

Dick
Mave
9’2".
cash.

MWF
9:30-11:30
Send in handy order blank.

41

check out to Spartan Daily
Classifieds.

COED TO COOK 5 nights/wk. for 2
male students in exch. for free meals.
Clean apt. once/wk. Will pay. Call
286-3026 1.3 or aft. 8 p.m.
TWO HASHERS for evening meal.
Acacia Fraternity. 125 S. 14th St. Call
293 9611.

Hand Guns - All Types
GUNS
from
GUN CASES from 1.99
GUN RACKS from 2.99
SHOTGUNS from 29.99
from 19.99
RIFLES

011111EARAII=2 11!

FINAL REDUCTION
ON ALL FLOOR
MONIS & RENTALS

tossed green salad. anti either elteesto ake or 1:annuli for
exotic gourmet
the perfeet finishing touch. So ha% e
of otir onts
silla.
dinner tonight in the prisai

Enclose cash or check. Make
HELP WANTED

.

MITCHELL - ST. CROIX - PENN - QUICK - RODDY - PFLFUGER - SOUTH BEND - OCEAN CITY
AND ALL TOP NAME BRANDS INCLUDED - HURRY.
COLLEtTORS P4IIRACIi.SF ’

itiet
rot
Yes, our convenient lake home sers ice lel.
that. Set your (mil atmosphere %silk an order of NI ittoelr
soup. some ravioli. or Titalietii. or lasagna. ss till crisp

SALES

ALL RoDs.REELs 4- oF
.
GUNS an
BUY-SEIC-TRAVE-RENT
WE
J,
too’. ,.
saw s ,A, tiso et:
upts.
N Tilt

nAn.v-7

EAT DINNER OUT
AT HOME

LET IT BE KNOWN YOUR ARE FOR
PEACE Stamp on PEACE with a PEACE
SYMBOL RUBBER STAMP. Good for
uso on books, stationary & skin. Reproduces well, half dollar size. $2.25 postpaid.
WEAR A PEACE SYMBOL SWEAT
SHIRT in black navy, gray, It. blue,
S.M.L. $4.40 post paid. Both from E & E
369 Crecent Ave., Buffalo. N.Y. 14214.

14.99 ,

THERMAL
UNDERWEAR.
Top, Bot.

GLOVES
TOQUES
HATS

-1=MI,".

LONE SMALL GROUP
FFRENCH IMPORTS.

FAMOUS BRAND
AMERICAN S FRENCH

PORSCHE. ’66 Gold/Blk. All extras
CD. Iv. AM/FM Blau. 4/8 Tr. Stereo
Concours Cond. $4975, 968-6565 X45
Eve. 248-6910 or 243.1107.
’62 CORVAIR. 4 Speed, heater, radio,
bucket seats, new tires & battery. Top
cond. $290/best offer. 287-5745.
’61 IMPALA CONVT., R & H. Whs.
blue, PS, excellent condition $525.00,
294-4859 or 269.6814.
CHEVY-POWERED VALIANT. immacu
late. many extras. Also high perforrn
ince 327 Engine, never run yet. Extra
Chevy heads & hand tools. 322-0393.
1964 RAMBLER STN. WG-1-4. Auto
trans, pwr. steer & brakes. Interior like
new. trailer hitch. $1000. 941-1593.
1960 FORD. Needs engine work. $50
Call 259-9519.
FOR SALE: 1959 CHRYSLER. Will -take
best offer. Phone after 5. 241-6286.
’67 KAWASAKI A7 350cc, 40.5 HP
5000 mi., met. blue, very good cond.
$550 or offer. Call 967-6239.
VOLVO ’62 544. $575. Excel. run. cond.
Call eve or wkend. 257-2930 or 377-0456.
’62 CHEVY IMPALA w/65 Corvette
327 engine, 4D0 HP, 4 sp. Stereo Tape,
Chrome whiz + more. Offer 797.8548.

BRAND NEW TOOLS FOR Christmas.
Wood Lathe - $15; Radial Drill Press
- $37.50: Jointer - $29: Table Saw
Manning Bowman Elec8" - $24 .
tric Hand Tools: 1/4" Drill - $9.95,
3/8’’ Drill, 2 -speed - $14: Sabre Saw
- $14: Power Saw 7" - $27.50. 60
E. San Fernando. Phone 292-0409. I
block from campus.
HAMMERLUND HQ145X Shortwave
radio. Dual conversion, X-tol filter, clock,
55B. $150. Dave 287-5923.
ESTABLISHED CIGARETTE VENDING
machine route. 7 machines - $250 +
inventory. Call 259-7385 evenings.
SCOTT STEREO Component parts, Garrard turntable, AM/FM radio, speakers.
Call 253.2805 after 3 p.m.
SILVERTONE RADIO-TV, phono combo
for sale: $50. Cell Helga at 264-4686.
Afternoons and evenings.
MGS
MGA engine parts and trans.
for sale. Call Dennis 257-5280.
FOR SALE: TV Sat. Reasonable, Call
293-3088.
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RAND NEW. /

AUTO INSURANCE as low as $86 per
year for married, good students. Also,
excellent savings for single men over
21. Call George Campbell 244-9600.
AN Earthquake is coming
An EARTHQUAKE Is Coming
AN EARTHQUAKE IS COMING
TO THE PERSON WHO STOLE my
wallet! Please return it, keep the cash.
I have many valuables inside. 259.6314.

FOR SALE (3)
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WE PROMISED NOT
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Lace Boots’
.-.
Values to 49.50 ..’
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:FAMOUS MAKE
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PUBLISH
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METAL SKIS
WE MADE A TERRIFIC
CUT ON THESE SUPERB
METAL SICS. WE HAVE
A FULL RANGE OF
SIZES. BUT SUPPLY LIMITED.
HURRY!
Reg. 119.50

els I

ANNOUNCEMENTS IP

AUTOMOTIVE In

NO OTHER STORE OFFERS SUCH DISCOUNTS
.
______

International Telephone & TelPliraPh Nlailtis: ItS NIS FE, ME,
11’.. I hNsles
1
Federal Power Commission. Majors: CT, EE, ME, Chem. F:.
General Dynamics, Pomona Div.
Majors: BS,ISIS It:E, Math, NIE,
Physics.
Sews . ice
P
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Health
1."44.,
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INSURANCE

Phone 294-6414. Ext. 2465
WISH it

5410 THAT."
No refunds possible on canceled ads. Print your ad here:
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orty
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SAN KISE STATE COLLEGE, SAN JOSE, CALIF.
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Coning! Win a Tpip te
Photo
Identification
Contest
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Always For Your Pleasure

JUST IDENTIFY PHOTICY- "flow-to -pia)" below
FIRST PRIZE:
trotind trip jet flight to Los Angeles onFtEirk

-13.50 From

FOUR RUNNERS-UP PRIZES:

-,la J0,4%

Tto tickets loan) shim at

NOW SHOWING
CLINT EASTh 0011
in

"Coogan,:f Siujj"

t ol

"49,1 ittet4 Count-py

UA Theater

s(tP4’,.1)11h

isSLIo

Phone: 276-1720

Tufty Franciosa

Last Week’s Photo: Fire Hose
Present this coupon at
LI P,i’’N PIZZA TREF: INN

Clue word: Extinguisher

CCV.-Inrjiiii

5 COURSE DINNER

F0/2 ONLY $1.45
NII.M
In 1/1 Ne, )1 .irk steak
-,wp
-Aid
dessert
1.-ii drink
side of spaghetti

-:-

in

Tie -Breaker: 20,090 gallons

Modern Office ’Machines

FIRST PRIZE WINNER: Dan May

and get

Li
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fro

124 E.

San Fernando Inext

to
Phone 293-5293

RUNNERS-UP WINNERS: Raymond Maekawa,
Hooshang Yashar, John Ryan, R. T. Middogh

Full electric Royal Portable
12 -inch carriage
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IN THE SPARTAN DAILY
CLASSIFIED SECTION
TOGO S SUBMARINE
SANDWICHES,

A Meal In A Sandwich!

How fo play P.1.C.

. ,, r
- - -’‘..’’
, , I
,._ i

IN
[Fi
THE DAILY CLASSIFIED
SECTION
Feel Free To
Come To Archie’s
Anil Try Ottr . ..
$1.45
$1.45

Small Steak
Round Steak
Steak Sandwich en
French Bread
Jumbo Burger ea
French Bread

Cdi- the identity of the photo above. A clue word i, hidden in the ails on
thi page. JIISI 111111 111. -ingle letter in bracket, in each ail and arrange the
letters to form the clue %son( ’anagram st lel. Chic %son’ NICST hi. on
Entry Blank.
Fill mit the entry blank completely. THE NEW TIEKHEAKER QUESTION
IS:
in the SIS campus cafeteria
mans gallon- of isater
from t 11.111. toila IN\ eihie,ilay
ii.111. tomorrow, altur-ila
Dec.
Bring your entry to Spartan Daily Clasifieds office, JC.20h, and deposit
in the Contest I.:ntry Box. Entries NIL ST lie in 1)y
p.m., Thursday, IN.e. 5.
ateh for next week’s contest page to see if you’re a wi tttt er!

$ .95
51.35

Steak -house

12-44

PIC. ENTRY BLANK
The Chic Word is:

TIE -BREAKER ANSWER

1. The most accurate entry will win. In case of two or more comparably accurate atisssers, the tie -breaker snit! be used. Persons designated by the
Spartan Daily will liaNi final say in judging accuracy of answers.
2. The Spartan Daily %ill not be responsible for lost or stolen entries.
3. All complimentary flight passes awarded on P.S.A. expire 90 days after
4. (Ifilv currently enrolled SIS students or favulty may enter. Persons affiliated with the Spartan Daily or its advertisers are ineligible.
5. Spartan Daily reserves the right to amend rules or make corrections as it
deems necessary-.
6. ONLY ONE ENTlil PE!? PI:HSI/N.

IftED

PHON1

297-1137
336 E. William
Open 10-10
ALL SANDWICHES TO GO
CRISIS AT COLUMBIA
by Investigating Committee

$1.95

ROCK AND OTHER FOURLETTER WORDS
by J. Marks

$1.25

VALE OF LAUGHTER
by Peter DeVries

$.95

1E1

available a+

61P% ?

(:(pitsider Books
\\. 1111W IlaVe ati even wider selection

Every PMOC* in San Jose
shops at [’ERG’S for Christmas

for every IMP 1111 sour Chri,tmas list. For the ,ilting,ter,
there
a good ,election of Children’s Hooks
and Peanut, "Ilappine,, Is" books. For your
older friend,. or parent:, remember: "The Sum
set Books," "Sierra Club !looks" and many others. Ile sure to remember sour cook- -there is
alwass room for improrment. -The !miniverStudent.’ Ilook of Cooken. Drinker% and
keeper," 111’ *1:011ege hid, Cook ’took"
111.1% 1’111111’ 111 ale 11111 Of N1/111- !IOW:11’11 11S Well as
%ion.
list.

The Reason? Famous Brand Names. Such As
Haggai., Van Heusen. A-1. And Pendleton.
For The New PMOC. In Toys n. BERG’S Is Located Just Four Blocks Front Campus Xt. 52
South First Street.
1" 1

MAJOR

OVER 20 VARIETIES

Now in Paperback

Rules:

date pass is isso,I.

545 S. 2nd St.
Free Parking
i,i

CITY

ta

S87.50

Oc

NEED CHRISTMAS
GIFTS
LOOK

LOCAL ADDRESS

h
th

.S11

286-1238
i

NAM k

on

CHRISTMAS IS COMING
THE TIME TO SELL
YOUR GOODS IS NOW!

I NIVERSITY MEN’S SHOP

PHOTO IDENTITY

Royal Portable SAFARI
Full featured deluxe model
Whatever your typing needs,
we have a model for you.

.;."
. _.) I A_ TE 4NNEX

aldlie%

on
or

originally $109.50

SPECIALS
everyday at

:p.,rial frot.kend
Breakfasts

in
A
ect

S139.50

ICI

"Cock & Bull"

;

an

originally $199.50

259-0696
Closed Mondays

470 South I Oth

a

Book)

ULTRONIC TYPEWRITER

!.. A’S PIZZA TIME INN

14C0 Souih Whiie Rd.
Only 10 minutes away

Cal

cpaPtan SockAtere
‘;491,1 on campu,’’

PIP

PLAYBOY
MAN ON
CAMPUS
[ V)

a

